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As technology continues to advance, there are an ever-increasing number ofsemiconductors that are declared EOL 
(End Of Life) by the original manufacturers. For industries that require extended product support, there is a 
never-ending need for obsolete or discontinued semiconductors, which has led some customers toward the use of 
gray market practices. Because an original semiconductor’s EOL schedule does not typically support the continuing 
needs of all customers, especially those serving applications with long system lifecycles, OEMs may be left in a 
difficult position for fulfilling their longterm supply requirements for vital semiconductor devices. If an OEM does 
not plan appropriately for an EOL announcement, they may be tempted to turn to the gray market for availability.

The Gray Market

There are many risks in buying components on the gray market; that is, through brokers or independent distributors. 
Since these sources are not authorized by the original manufacturer, there is no factory traceability, no approved 
quality control and no manufacturer’s guarantee. Pricing through brokers on the gray market is greatly influenced 
by supply and demand, and as the supply of obsolete semiconductors inevitably decreases, the price increases, 
sometimes exponentially.

Counterfeiting continues to be a growing problem throughout the electronics industry. The fraudulent manufacturing, 
distributing and selling of fake semiconductor devices has a negative effect on reputable component manufacturers 
and distributors. Counterfeiting also causes purchasing dilemmas for component buyers, reliability concerns for
equipment manufacturers and field failures for equipment operators.

In a worst-case scenario, counterfeit components can cause legitimate manufacturers to be driven out of business 
or experience catastrophic disasters through equipment failure. For mission-critical applications such as military 
and aerospace, there can be even more serious consequences where faulty equipment can result in loss of life.

There are only two fail-safe ways to ensure that a purchased device is legitimate: buying directly from the original 
manufacturer or through authorized distributors. Planning ahead and developing a partnership with an authorized
source ensures a continuous supply of traceable, reliable and guaranteed devices.

EOL Planning

The discontinuing of certain semiconductor series is inevitable and it is only a matter of time before a device is 
“EOL’d” by its manufacturer to make way for the next-generation part or technology. The average life cycle of a 
typical semiconductor device is approximately three years, which includes introduction, design-in, production, 
low volume and end-of-life phases. Once a manufacturer discontinues a product and an EOL announcement is 
made, customers typically have six to 12 months to decide whether they want to place a last-time buy, or find 
an alternative solution for that device within its system.

Figure 1. The typical lifecycle of a semiconductor.

A semiconductor EOL announcement can create a costly inconvenience for customers, as it can be difficult to 
accurately forecast last-time buy requirements or absorb the additional inventory and storage costs associated 
with last-time buys. Customers supporting applications with long-term service requirements such as government,
military, and aerospace, and other original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) can find themselves servicing and 
maintaining a product in the field for years without the support of an original semiconductor manufacturer. 
Depending on the length of the OEM’s production and maintenance schedules, customers may be forced to 
project more than a decade out into the future to estimate the procurement requirements of the obsolete 
semiconductor device.
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                    Figure 2a and b
 

A) A die bank of over 10 billion offers a viable solution to obsolescence problems by using components that are 
traceable to the original semiconductor manufacturer.

B) Finished devices that originate and are traceable to the original semiconductor manufacturer guarantees 
reliability and protects from counterfeit and substandard product.

If these estimations are inaccurate, it can create costly problems for the OEM. If the OEM does not procure enough 
product, inventory diminishes faster than expected and the OEM must quickly find an alternative source so as to 
not shut down production or to discontinue maintenance and repair services. On the other hand, purchasing excess
inventory of devices affects the bottom line, as the last-time buy costs are coupled with the semiconductor storage 
costs.

OEMs need to strategically plan for EOL announcements. It is not enough for a customer to react to an EOL 
notification, as by that time a new source of semiconductor devices already needs to be identified and qualified 
as an authorized source for authentic and reliable parts. A plan should be implemented, perhaps as early as when 
a semiconductor is designed into the end-equipment, in order to find a suitable new source for the critical 
semiconductor part. It is  important for customers to have a proactive mindset for the EOL announcement of 
critical semiconductor components to ensure continuous manufacturing with traceable, high-quality 
semiconductors.

By implementing an EOL plan, OEMs will have sufficient time to investigate the alternatives to making a last-time 
buy or dealing on the gray market. Alternative solutions include finding a drop-in replacement, partnering with an 
authorized manufacturer, or re-designing the system.

Drop-in Replacement Device

A drop-in replacement part matches the original semiconductor device and provides a “pin-for-pin” alternative to 
the EOL device. If supplied by a qualified source, this solution enables a customer to bypass many of the obstacles 
that the other options below entail. A “pin-for-pin” replacement is not easily found, and may require some 
recertifications and re-qualifications for mission-critical applications.

Authorized Continuing Semiconductor Manufacturer

Another solution for many customers is to partner with a contractually-licensed manufacturer and authorized 
distributor of semiconductors to provide a continuous supply of qualified parts. With the proper engagement with 
the original semiconductor manufacturer to acquire the remaining inventory, including packaged devices, finished
devices, die, selected intellectual property, tooling, test programs and test equipment, thus extending the life of 
the semiconductor series. Authorized continuing semiconductor manufacturers, such as Rochester Electronics, use 
the original manufacturer’s design, tooling, and masks - and the same technology - to create new components. 
Rochester can even use the same packaging program. Original intellectual property can include source control 
drawings as well as original netlist, Verilog, VHDL, or GDS2 information.
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Figure 3. Proper testing that is done with original test programs and equipment is just one 
more aspect to quality assurance.

In cases where the design archive is complete and a family of products is 
needed, Rochester can re-create the original semiconductor fabrication 
process at a new foundry, maintaining the original designs. This transfer 
of technology assures there is no interruption of authorized, certified 
and traceable devices in the supply chain.

Figure 4 Components that are manufactured after 
they’ve past end-of-life must have the proper 
authorizations from the original semiconductor 
supplier.
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Reverse-Engineering

While planning ahead is the best way to ensure continued supply without downtime, sometimes end-of-life 
announcements are vague or go unheeded, and a customer is in need of a part that no longer exists and the IP is 
no longer available. Through unique programs, such as Rochester Electronics’ Semiconductor Replication Process 
(SRP)™, a device can be reverse-engineered to create an exact replica that delivers the same specifications and 
performance as the original. Even when the design archive is no longer available, as long as the customer 
possesses an OEM-original, functioning part, Rochester’s design engineers can build the semiconductor 
component from scratch. Engineers re-draw and/or re-design the device using scope and scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images. The end product is a form, fit, and functional replacement that matches the original 
semiconductor’s performance and a side-by-side comparison reveals the device is identical to the original. In 
some cases, Rochester engineers can add capabilities and technologies to the semiconductor device to make it 
RoHS compliant, or achieve commercial-to-military upgrades, radiation hard level enhancements, a higher 
temperature tolerance, and other performance improvements. Through Rochester’s device re-creation program, 
reverse engineered devices are authorized by the original manufacturer, which eliminates any potential for future 
legal ramifications.

Conclusion

When faced with EOL announcements, semiconductor buyers can limit their risk of purchasing a substandard 
device by following some simple practices. First and foremost, buy parts only from component manufacturers 
and their authorized distributors. Secondly, consider cost instead of pricing. If the semiconductor device purchase 
price is a bargain, or too good to be true, it probably is. In the end, the purchase of counterfeit or faulty devices 
could cost significant manufacturing downtime or failure of the endproduct. The end-cost consequences 
significantly outweigh any front-end savings. Check with authorized suppliers regarding hard-to-find parts, as 
authorized distributors normally buy up EOL lots, and companies such as Rochester Electronics are authorized by 
suppliers to build legacy parts using the suppliers’ original die and tooling.

System Re-design

If a drop-in replacement cannot be procured from 
the original manufacturer or their authorized 
distributors, one option is to re-design the system 
to eliminate the part and usea different device 
instead. A re-design can be costly, not only from

engineering manhours and the purchasing of new devices, but also from production downtime as the new system 
goes through re-testing and re-qualification processes. For many customers, a redesign may not be a feasible 
option due to costs and the lead time associated with system certification.
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